Stay connected to your tires with a range of TyreSense advanced features.

COLD INFLATION TRACKING
Easily calculate cold inflation values using tire temperature and pressure.
Quickly detect slow air leaks in any of your tires and prevent tire damage from occurring.

EVENT DASHBOARD
Aggregates events from every truck across all locations.
Easily spot important events with pop-up dashboard and notifications to your PC or mobile device.

DATALOG AND EVENT VIEWER
Chart pressure and temperature data for up to six tires at once.
View sensor history for your entire fleet, allowing you to make comparisons, analyze trends and make adjustments.
View detailed event history for any vehicle in your fleet.

TYRESENSE MANAGEMENT TOOLS
Test, program and validate sensors while eliminating human error with Sensor Buddy.
Create universal and seasonal templates that apply to multiple units.
Keep a historical record of every unit for later analysis.

See why TyreSense is right for you:
www.TyreSense.com
5929 - 274 Street, Langley, BC, Canada V4W 0B8
604.888.0025 | inquiries@TyreSense.com
TyreSense by RIMEX
every minute of productivity counts

Save tires and improve safety on your site with TyreSense by RIMEX, the tire pressure monitoring system (TPMS) trusted by mining operations around the world. Designed, produced and manufactured in Canada, TyreSense withstands the world’s harshest conditions while improving safety and productivity on every site.

The comprehensive TyreSense system integrates tire pressure monitoring into your everyday operations.

HEIGHTENED PRODUCTIVITY
Spend more time in operation by reducing tire failures and performing routine tire maintenance procedures more efficiently.

IMPROVED SAFETY
Up-to-the-second tire data helps you avoid premature tire failures and remote configuration capabilities keeps personnel a safe distance from equipment.

ENHANCED ACCURACY
Ensure your readings are always correct with continuous, automated pressure scans that eliminate the possibility of human error and induced valve core leaks.

INCREASED PROFIT
Early detection of tire problems increases vehicle availability and reduces the amount of money spent on tire replacements and maintenance procedures.

for more information on what TyreSense has to offer, visit our website: TyreSense.com